Give the Gift of Mobility, Dignity, and Opportunity

Maker of the MOBILITY Cart since 1994.

Ishmael is delighted with your gift

Partners for Care in Kenya were shipped 799 carts in the last year.

“Ishmael Mohammed of Gede, special school of disability, could not hide his joy after receiving a Pull Mobility Cart from Partners for Care. After crawling for 18 years, he can now enjoy a ride as he moves about school.” This is a Facebook post January 19, 2018 by our distribution partner who has received 4 full ocean going containers. The last shipment of 196 carts was loaded January 2018.

All New Videos Are Now Linked On Our Website

You can now go to the Videos page at www.giftofmobility.org to view them. Our main promotional video is also linked on our home page. You can still request a DVD of 8 videos to share. Enjoy the recipient stories and see how you have helped!
Gary's Column:

Mobility Carts Comprise A Nationwide Endeavor.

Carts receive final assembly in Columbia. The metal parts are made around the country. Brake handles originate from recycled plastic in the state of Washington. Upper chain guards are donated by Kooima Company in northwest IA along with seat brackets. Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, MO make the seat support bracket and the toe plates with galvanized coating. Welding of pull tongues and brake handles come from a group of 20 plus farmers twice a year near Tarkio, MO. Donations from St. John's Lutheran Church pay for the steel.

Welded pedal posts, brake shoes and handles come from Quincy, IL from Jim Hall and long-time friends. Welded pedal posts from Neil Richter arrive twice a year from Barnes, KS. Tubing donations come from EXLTube and Lapham-Hickey Steel companies.

Thirty five frames are needed weekly and are made mostly locally by 6 welders. However Keytesville, MO and Fairfax, MO United Methodist Men weld and send in quarterly. Goosenecks are welded in Lexington, MO, a Rotary Club connection.

Other parts like the lower chain guards are donated by Matt Stanton, Urbana, IL. Local metal pieces by the hundreds are prepared by Don O'Bannon, Ron Brookshire, Ken McLaughlin and Skinner Machine. Then Harold Bossaller will weld the crank handles.

Most of the wood pieces originate in Columbia, Moberly, and Jefferson City. However, we have men's groups cutting wood in Overland Park, KS; Warrensburg, MO; Winterset, IA; Northboro, IA; and O'Fallon, MO.

Contributors to each part became involved by seeing the cart on a TV story, in a magazine article, or in our newsletter. However, most of our volunteers came because they were invited by a friend that works here, creating a base of over 200 volunteers.

Who do you know?

- Gary Moreau, Executive Director

Glowing Reports (Continued)

2017 email:

"Dear People of PET Project,

I'm a US doc in Old Fangak South Sudan. We absolutely LOVE your wheelchairs. They are overwhelmingly awesome.

Your stories are so good. Just that someone writes that a person lives in the dirt until they get these chairs is so good. I remember seeing a child in clinic and asking about the mom - the aunt said, "Jill the mom is in the wheelchair you gave her and now she is off visiting her sister in a nearby village!" Everyone is so happy. Whole villages send their thanks to you all.

Dr. Jill Seaman, ASMP/Alaska Sudan Medical Project" (She is referring to our newsletters which she receives.)
GIFTS GIVEN IN MEMORY:

- Dennay Anderson by Lesa & Kent Tegeler
- Ginny Andrews by Janice Hitchcock
- William Applegate by Richard & Joyce Applegate
- Richard Brasher by Terry Sachsel, Janet Brasher
- Marlene Braunecker by Jason & Jessica Braunecker
- Megan Sawyer Ankeney by Harrold & Nancy Ankeney
- Hilda Church from Minna Appleby
- Frank Conley by Carla Conley
- Bill and Vera Davis by Kay & Bill St. Onge
- Gilbert C. Felling by Mark Felling
- Charles Fulhage by Jane Fulhage
- Rev. Cliff Furness by Leanne Trebilcock
- Ted and Mark Henrichs by Margaret Henrichs
- Dean Gore by Jonnie & Marilyn Kerrick
- Marie Collis Glenn & Jerry Glenn by John Glenn
- Glen Hastings by Wtalt & JoAnn Hays
- Donna Hofmeister by Royce Ragland & Ken Bloem
- Stella & Greysen Kimbrough by JoAnn Kimbrough
- Louise Moyer by Weldon & Edra Beach
- Carolyn McCoy by Don McCoy
- Richard Myers by Joan Myers
- Charles Millner by Naomi Millner, Rick & Jan Williamson
- Leona Miner by Shirley Dinkins
- Roger Mitchell by Joyce Mitchell
- Alfredo Moore & Doris Collins Moore by George Moore
- Gene and Rena Moore by Wilson T. & Debbie Jones
- Joe & Betty Newberry by John & Debbee Newberry
- Jeffery O'Brien by Mary Louise O'Brien Grafield
- Bill Poore by Shirlie Poore
- Robert C. Shaw by Mary Ann Shaw
- Charles Smith by Dianee & Patrick Maquire
- Moine West by Carol and Robert Cannon, Elizabeth Cannon, Sarah Cannon, Mell and Anne Wagner, Lucy Sauer, Sasser & Yvonne Tracy, Mary Frantz, Cleo Kortwitz & Judy Parsons, Ross & Ava Swofford, LaVonne Patterson, Saralyn McFarland, Charlotte Stradford, Otto & Carolyn Steinhans, Mel & Bev Toellner, Bill & Annette Watts, Judith Hill, Harrold & Nancy Ankeney,
- Madeline Wilcox by Larry Wilcox
- Harold Wilson by Donna Wilson
- Arthur & Ruth Witt by Judith Witt-Croswhite

GIFTS GIVEN IN HONOR:

- Amesville Federated Church, David & Hope Diggle, Rich & Alice Edwards by David & Bonita Maze
- Delta Bement and Paul Barker by First United Methodist Presbyterian Church
- Troy and Amy Bowers by Sid & Mary Jean Leeper
- Glenn and Kate Brown and Janet and Erick Martz by Tom & Mildred Brown
- Patty Brown by Kari Cook
- Children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren by Diana & Lloyd Rudloff
- Marnie and Layton Conley by Carla Conley
- Jerry Doyle's birthday by Rosemary Doerr, Joan Doyle
- Janet Epperson birthday by Dell Epperson
- Wanda Evans by John Evans
- Ferrell and Russell Families Near and Far by Beth Ferrell
- William Floetchinger by David Floetchinger
- Lawrence Garvin by James & Janice Cha
- Aileen & Lawrence Garvin by Karen Garvin
- Susan Helder by Catherine O'Brien
- Connie Hunt by Weldon & Edra Beach, Harold & Jan Beach
- Bruce InTVeld by Byron & Delores Farris
- Mark A. Irle by Martha Baile
- Owen and Patricia Jackson from Linda Sue Brown
- Philip Keithahn's 60th Birthday by Steve & Mari Ann Keithahn
- Ker nell family by Barbara Kernell
- Dr. Garrett Korreect & Dr. Jon Webb by Jeanette Korreect
- Jim Lee by Jonathan Lee
- Bob Lofgren by Christine & Ron House
- Bruce and Lisa Miles by Jennifer & Mark Dressler
- Naomi Millner by Rick & Jan Williamson
- Earl Miner by Shirley Dinkins
- Jeff Moran's birthday by David & Mary Tucker
- Robert Morrison by Earline Morrison
- Richard Ohrt's birthday by Cheryl Greiman
- Judy Parsons by Cleo Kortwitz
- Kathy Perks by Andy & Kathy Maynard
- Joe and Pat Powell from Turf and JoAnn Martin
- June Powell birthday by Deborah Ann Sanders
- Joe Powell by Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Boston
- Roger & Marge marriage by Richard Goodwin
- Michael Ratliff by Jacob Ratliff
- Makenzie Rogers by Barb & Gene De Kruiif
- Marvin Rogers by Pack Matthews
- Diana & Lloyd Rudloff by Kim Rudloff
- Alana Shelare by Judy Milliken/Ross & John
- Michael & Kristen Smith & Family by Terry & Jane Smith
- Elaine Thompson by Kay Wallace by Elizabeth Ann Morgan
- Elaine Thompson by Blake Thompson
- John and Dorothy Tomlin by James & Rebecca Hottel
- Mel & Anne Wagner by Bill & Melanie Pohlman
- Judy Wall by Thomas Juba
- Barbara and Richard Webb by Lucy Armstrong
- Mel West by Stan Grebing, Don & Fran Day, Glen Ehrhardt
- Mel and Barbara West by Lucy Sauer
- The Wests by Martin West
- Barbara Wolf by Richard & Joyce Wolf
- Warren Zahler by Tom & Maya Kiehl
Volunteer Spotlight

Attractioness of Serving

Larry Hall worked at Mizzou Hospital in Construction Engineering for his career. After retiring, Larry is breaking down carts every Monday morning preparing last week’s production to be boxed on Tuesday. Then he comes back on Tuesday and wraps each box with straps to ship out. The shop is served well by Larry and others that come from a variety of backgrounds. The love for the disabled shines through by each hour served. By the way Larry’s wife, Edith is an award winning cake baker, too. Columbia shop is fortunate.

“Quality is best measured by those who use a product, rather than by those who make it.”

- Hunter Thompson

Contact Us

1908 Heriford Road, Columbia, MO 65202 • Shop Hours: M – F 8 am to 3 pm
Telephone: 573-886-7877 Email: info@giftofmobility.org Web: www.giftofmobility.org
**Mel’s Column:**

**Founder Answers Questions On Why We Send Carts To Some Countries**

“A question people ask as they look at the map on our wall that shows where we have distributed our Mobility Carts:

“Why do you give the Mobility Carts to people in countries that consider themselves as our enemies?”

**ANSWER:**

First, because a man whom we highly respect told us some years ago that we are to love our enemies, and pray for those who would despitefully treat us. Second, because the poor, marginalized, rejected and disgracefully treated in any country have nothing to do with politics. They are simply our sisters and brothers in the human race. We are to treat them as we would want to be treated in a similar situation.

After WWII, President Harry Truman established the Marshall Plan, with General Marshall in charge to help devastated Europe. As a shipload of cattle and supplies was dedicated in Germany, the dignitary representing the German government said, “Never in the history of humankind has the defeated nation been treated by the victorious nation with such generosity and grace as you have treated us.”

Today Germany and the USA are strong allies and friends. We do not “love our enemies” by disgracing them or abusing them. We love them by sharing of what we have to meet their needs. We do not ask about politics, creeds, race, sexual preference or any other such things when we send a shipment of carts. We ship because a trusted NGO (Non-governmental Organization) there assures us of the needs of some folks crawling upon the ground.

- Mel West, Founder

(This is an excerpt of one of Mel’s recent email Updates sharing his knowledge and experiences of decades in mission. We send a weekly email; some written by Mel and others include news from the shop on shipments & happenings. Email us if you’d like to begin receiving.)

---

**Another Shipment Heads To Honduras**

**Your gifts built 130 more carts to change lives in Central America.**

On January 25, we loaded a Dole overseas container with 160 carts, much reduced since not as high. These went to our wonderful partner of over 10 years, WOM - Washington Overseas Mission out of Washington, MO. They are a medical mission in Honduras. The Dole Company is involved as they allow approved non-profits to fill their empty containers heading back to Central America for fruit. There’s no charge for the use only fees related to the shipped items like documents, insurance and such. This is not the first time we have loaded a Dole container.

111 Large crank = Columbia had 81, KS shop supplied 30 Large
21 Pull
28 small crank
160 Total shipped
29 walkers
29 sewing machines & 17 fabric boxes from The Container Project (2nd mission at our warehouse & part of our 501c3)
Our mission: Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia’s mission is to provide appropriate mobility for all of God’s children in need. We seek to provide mobility first for those in greatest need and with the least resources in poor or underdeveloped countries.

Partners in Africa Send Glowing Reports

They also ask for more Mobility Carts and other mission items.

November 2017 Email:

“Can’t believe you have crutches! They have been asking me for crutches in Kenya. What a blessing! Any date is good for us. **We can use all the Mobility Carts we can get. And people love the Pull carts!** Let me check on the mix they want, but I know whatever mix you give us we distribute every one of them!

We are partnering with the Ministry of Education so we can get the data about how many children need them and in which schools….

Thank you. You are a wonderful partner!

- Connie Cheren,
  Founder of Partners for Care

(Continued on inside)